
Product matching
How can maximising your experience with product matching across different 
web-shops allow you to increase productivity in marketplaces and FMCG?

and price monitoring

Marketplaces

FMCG

Online retail

Pharmacy

- adapted for large range (5-30 million SKU); 
- many competitors in matching and monitoring; 
- able to match same item or similar sub-model.

- adapted for manufacturers (Nestle, Mars, Unilever, etc.); 
- covers competitor prices corridor; 
- controls all sales platforms with FMCG products in 1 or few 
countries.

- business-process is adapted for 
international retailers (Decathlon, 
Castorama, etc.)

- special price monitoring mode 
adapted for collecting prices over city 
and over exact pharmacy store.



What is GetRealPrice?Product matching in e-commerce >> 
B2B E-commerce tool for product matching and price monitoring

Getrealprice is a B2B web-based service for marketplaces, web-
shops and online retailers. We match the same products between 
different sales places and perform regular price tracking.

Intellectual property
Intellectual property is protected:  
Russia: Local Software secure service 
Europe: WIPO int #1448888 
USA: Library of Congress

Technology: Getrealprice has 
highly stable cluster hosting 
structure and uses self-invented 
math. alghoritms to process data 
by RAM-based methods. Our 
product matching machine is a big 
competitive advantage in Big data 
automation.

•For manufacturers: to control 
the RSP so that the resellers do 
not violate it; 
•For retailers: to control their 
prices vs competitors' prices; 
•For marketplaces: to control 
your prices vs the competitors' 
prices and automatically set 
quotation prices.

Marketplaces

FMCG

Online retail

Pharmacy

- adapted for large range (5-30 million SKU); 
- many competitors in matching and monitoring; 
- able to match same item or similar sub-model.

- adapted for manufacturers (Nestle, Mars, Unilever, etc.); 
- covers competitor prices corridor; 
- controls all sales platforms with FMCG products in 1 or few 
countries.

- business-process is adapted for 
international retailers (Decathlon, 
Castorama, etc.)

- special price monitoring mode 
adapted for collecting prices over city 
and over exact pharmacy store.

Technology



- What is product matching?Product matching in e-commerce >> 
Matching means connecting similar/same SKU/products between 
different (competitive) web-shops and marketplaces.

Example of 
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- What is product matching?Product matching in e-commerce >> 
Matching means connecting similar SKU/products between different 
(competitive) web-shops and marketplaces.

- Orienteer

- Pricing

- Promotion

- Range cross 

- Customer 
pricing prevention 

- PIM

- Volatility



- What is product matching?Product matching in e-commerce >> 

Most common 
appliance: pricing

Rare appliance: corridor 
promotion initiation



Matching typesProduct matching in e-commerce >> 
Types of matches DUPLICATE or ANALOG?

DUPLICATE - means 
100% same SKU

ANALOG - means 
not-100% same SKU:
- different packages (1 vs 2 units in 

package) 
- different colours of the same model 
- even different brands 

Coffe Lavazza Qualità Oro 250g.

Zoom

Zoom

Zoom

DUP

ANL

ANL

ANL



SUMMARYProduct matching in e-commerce >> 

1. Every SKU that is sold online and offline, can be “virtually” 
connected to different product in online. You can connect 1-to-many and you can connect “similar” products. 

Any instance might 
be matched, not only 

FMCG products.  

Example: houses, 
flats, services, 

financial services, 
insurances, auto 

parts, elements of the 
machines and else. 



- Matching machineProduct matching in e-commerce >> 

Video example might 
played here



Case review Product matching in e-commerce >> 

- How does Analog-product matching assist 
FMCG management to control price corridors for competitive 
products in all countries with online sales of their products?
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Case review Product matching in e-commerce >> 

Pharmacy & cosmetics matching


Nestle

(Danone)

DUP

DUP

DUP

Master product: 21st Century Calcium 600+D Caplets 75's
Webshop 1 product:
Webshop 2 product:
Webshop 3 product:

21St Century Calcium 600 + D - 75 Tabs
21st Century Calcium 600 + Vitamin D Caplet 75’s
21st Century Calcium 600 + D Dietary Supplement - 75 Caplets
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Case review Product matching in e-commerce >> 

Tools and screws matching
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Master product: HEX NUT DIN 934 M16 A4
Manufacture 1 product:
Manufacture 2 product:
Manufacture 3 product:

Tuerca DIN 934 Inox A4: TUERCA DIN 934 A4 M16
Dado esagonale A4 DIN 934, Dado esagonale M16 DIN 934 A4-70
Hexagon nut DIN934 M16x2.00 stainless steel A4
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How many 
matched 

analogs are 
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different web-
shops  



Product matching in e-commerce >> Case review 
For each product we will match the similar analog from different vendor and run daily stock and price tracking 

CRITERIA OF MATCH: Wet food Pro Plan Nutri Savor for kittens from 6 
weeks to 1 year old, with beef in sauce, 85g
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Case review >> Danone Product matching in e-commerce >> 

- run simple and complex 
reporting 
- automate reporting for 
management 

5. reporting

6. automation based on rules



Other products by GetRealPriceProduct matching in e-commerce >> 

TheInflation.Tv 

GRP Airports

GRP data 
mining

GRP 
office TV

GRP 
GAN

GRP 
GEMS

TheInflation.Tv/ITA

TheInflation.Tv/HUN

TheInflation.Tv/UZ

TheInflation.Tv/AUS

TheInflation.Tv/etc.



- What is product matching?Product matching in e-commerce >> 

41% of world companies never applied product matching 
in corporate business processes

Psychological aspects (applied to all new technologies)

Results of the Matching (or other scoring methods) gives the information that 
you might need potentially to react/act with.


Fear/diswiliness of necessary of acting can be transformed into fear of 
knowledge about the issue that obliges us to acting.


Having the picture of how much does your products cost in different web-shops 
and markets might have similar effect when you start.


Knowing this will safe you from incorrect reaction to the result of applying the 
technology.

Easier to 
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Thank you for your attention!

mail@getrealprice.com,  
+358 41 578 5178 (Telephone and messages)  
meet: http://calendly.com/grp-gm/ 

Product matching in e-commerce 
How can maximising your experience with product matching 
across different web-shops allow you to increase productivity in 
marketplaces and FMCG?

mailto:mail@getrealprice.com
http://calendly.com/grp-gm/

